Imagine a collection of individuals who each possess private data that they do not wish to share with a third party. This paper considers how individuals may represent and publish their own data so as to simultaneously preserve their privacy and to ensure that it is possible to extract large-scale statistical behavior from the original unperturbed data. Existing techniques for perturbing data are limited by the number of users required to obtain approximate answers to queries, the richness of preserved statistical behavior, the privacy guarantees given and/or the amount of data that each individual must publish.
INTRODUCTION
Privacy is a paramount concern in applications where sensitive personal information is used for the purpose of discovering patterns. This data is often gathered by a central third party either with the assurance that each individual's privacy will be maintained or with the goal of selling this information to interested buyers. In the former case, private data is not necessarily kept private as there have been many instances where organizations have either accidentally or intentionally violated their privacy agreements in the face of mergers, bankruptcy or theft [14, 15] . In the latter case, private data is not even intended to be kept private. For example, Acxiom [16] is a company that sells private data to companies who hope to improve target marketing, customer retention, etc.
Since it is evident that our data is not private when trusted to another party, this paper develops an idea suggested in [1] -how can privacy be put back in the hands of individuals? Our view is that individuals maintain all of their private data and what we investigate are methods by which individuals can release perturbed versions of their personal data so that privacy is preserved and so that large-scale statistical patterns present in the original unperturbed data can be approximately recovered from the released perturbed set.
Some solutions to the non-trusted party problem have been proposed. One solution, known as randomized response advocated by Warner in the 1960s [22] , amounts essentially to flipping bits in the private data. In this context, when an individual is surveyed about a sensitive matter, such as whether they are HIV+, the respondent flips the answer to their question with probability p or answers truthfully with probability 1 − p. If p is slightly less than 1/2 then this simple bit-flipping procedure can be shown to preserve privacy and, with some simple analysis, if there are enough users then one can derive a reasonably good estimate of the actual fraction of people who answered the question yes. However, this procedure, while powerful, has the disadvantage that if a user has a relatively sparse private vector then the resulting perturbed vector may be quite dense, and furthermore, the number of users required to compute more complicated queries grows very fast.
A more recent solution suggested by Evfimievski et al [10, 11] develops an improved randomized procedure that has similar privacy guarantees as bit flipping, but also produces a compressed version of the dense flipped vector. However, their result is highly optimized for databases where each user has a small number of items in their transaction (e.g. only a small number of bits are set to one). Further, no analysis is given of the number of users needed to obtain accurate estimates of the frequency of an itemset as the size of the itemset grows. It appears (to us) that both the complexity of the algorithm and the number of users needed grows exponentially with the size of the itemset. Thus, the method has only limited utility when users have a large number of bits set to 1, e.g., poll data or non-binary data -where normally the underlying binary representation might contain a large fraction of bits set to one.
A generalization of randomized response to non-binary attributes was undertaken by Agrawal et al [3] . In this work, bit flipping was generalized to non-binary attributes via retention replacement -each user keeps their true value with fixed probability, or replaces their true value with noise. Arbitrary queries involving a fixed number of attributes can be answered with this technique. However, their privacy definition potentially allows an attacker with prior knowledge to learn a user's value with high confidence. For example, if an attacker knows that someone's private value is either 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3 or 4, 4, 5, 5, 6, 6 then seeing the perturbed 1, 9, 8, 2, 3, 5 virtually reveals to the attacker the exact private data of the individual since the perturbation has a much higher probability of being generated from the first private value than the second.
Our Contributions. To describe our results, we begin by defining privacy. If a user holds some private data and releases some value s then we say that a user's privacy is preserved if for any two possible private values d and d , the attacker cannot distinguish between whether the original private data was d or d , i.e., P r(s|d ) ≈ P r(s|d ). A more formal definition and discussion can be found in Section 2. With regard to utility, the basic query that we strive to accurately answer is the AND query: Suppose that each user holds a bit vector in d ∈ {0, 1} q over the variables x1, . . . , xq. Given a subset of literals, where each element is either an attribute xi or its negation xi, the output is the fraction of users that satisfy the conjunction. One example of a query is what fraction of individuals are HIV+ and do not have AIDS.
Our main contribution is a novel method where users may "publish" their data using succinct representationssketches. Each sketch describes a subset of a user's attributes which when collected from multiple users can be combined in order to approximate the fraction of users who satisfy an arbitrary conjunction on the entire subset. The key difference from [10] and [22] is that the error in estimating the answer to an AND query is independent of the number of attributes involved. This is in contrast to previous work, where the error appears to grow exponentially in the number of attributes in the query. 1 The size of the sketch is tiny: log log O(M ) where M is the number of users. We prove that sketches preserve privacy in the sense just described.
While we limit our analysis to only AND queries, we demonstrate that these queries are quite powerful in the sense that many other queries (such as means, higher moments and interval queries) can be expressed as a collection of a small number of AND queries.
Related Work. In recent years several different approaches to privacy have emerged. They can be roughly divided into three categories by the extent to which the trusted third party is used in maintaining privacy. More specifically, they can be partitioned based on whether the trusted third party is (a) used to answer queries about the private data or (b) used only to create an initial sanitization of the private data or (c) not needed at all.
In the first approach, the idea is to perturb the answer to every query [5, 7, 9] , or to precisely answer some queries but deny the answer to others [17, 18, 8] so as to ensure privacy. The second kind of work (that assumes a centralized third party who publishes a sanitized version of the data) includes different flavors of anonymity [19, 2, 21, 20] and data perturbation [6] . Note that in this case, the trusted server is needed only during the initial stage. After the data is released it immediately becomes public and no third party is needed to answer queries.
The most general approach, which is most relevant to our work does not assume the existence of a trusted party at all. Information provided by the user immediately becomes public and available for everybody's use. The main idea here is to randomize or clean the user's data [10, 11, 3] so that personal data is virtually hidden and yet it is possible to gather relevant statistics from the data of many individuals. To the best of our knowledge, no previous results could both operate on non-binary data and guarantee strong privacy.
Note that any result in the last two categories immediately implies a similar result in the first one. In particular, we believe that this paper provides some useful insights for the framework described in [5] . We elaborate more on this in Section 5.
PRELIMINARIES
Let d denote a user's private data which we sometimes refer to as a user's profile. In addition we assume that each user holds a unique public identifier id -which does not contain any private information (for example it could be a timestamp of user registration in the system). The pair (id, d) fully describe an individual. We denote the set of all pairs (id, d) by D.
Our goal is to provide users with some mechanism for generating a sketch s about their profile so that privacy is preserved. Informally, we say that the sanitized information preserves privacy if for the private data d and d of any two individuals, Pr [s|d ] ≈ Pr [s|d ] . Thus the sanitized data s does not help the attacker distinguish between the case when the user's private data is d and d . This definition is identical to [10] 's notion of γ-amplification. 
Note that this definition guarantees very strong privacy since it says that the sanitized data is almost equally likely to be generated from any possible value of the underlying user data. Thus, no matter how much the attacker knows about a user in advance, after the sanitized sketch is released, very little new information can be learned. There are also other definitions of privacy, we present a brief comparison of them in Appendix A.
To better understand the definition of -privacy we give a simple example. Consider the situation where each user holds a single bit that is either 0 or 1. Then for v ∈ {0, 1}, we want
Observe that if each individual flips their bit with probability exactly 1/2 then we have absolute privacy, but absolutely no utility. To understand why, observe that each user publishes 1 with probability 1/2 and 0 with probability 1/2 independent of their original unperturbed value. We do not even need a user to exhibit this kind of random behavior -all we need is a fair coin. Consequently, flipping with probability 1/2 does not provide any utility. However, if each individual flips their bit with probability p just a tinge under 1/2, i.e., p = 1/2 − then we can simultaneously ensure privacy and estimate the fraction of '1's in the unperturbed data. The privacy proof is folklore and can be found in [22] . Furthermore, the fraction of ones r can be estimated by solving for r in the following equation wherer is the fraction of ones in the perturbed data: 
In other words, given a set B and a binary string v = {v1, . . . , v k }, we want to estimate how many users satisfy dB = v, where dB denotes a substring induced by set B. This generalization (from the monotone version considered in frequent itemset mining) enables efficient computation of a broad range of other queries -not necessarily on binary data. We let I(B, v) denote the total number of users whose profile d satisfies the constraint dB = v. One way to compute answers to AND queries is via a system of linear equations similar to the one introduced in [10] . However the error introduced seems to grow exponentially in the number of bits involved and thus only appears to be useful for answering short, monotone AND queries.
Assumptions. Within a particular user's profile, we allow arbitrary dependencies between private values and our privacy guarantees hold independently of the amount of dependencies present. On the other hand, we do assume that each user's profile is independent of every other user's profile. Intuitively, this assumption seems necessary for any input perturbation scheme, since otherwise a user's privacy can be compromised even if he does not publish anythingsince another user's input can compromise his value. However, in practice, inter-user dependencies do exist and we leave open the question of how/whether this assumption can be lifted.
SKETCHES
In this section we develop an approach that will allow us to answer AND queries defined on a large (or really, any size) subset of bits. The idea is that any subset of interest B can be sketched, so that we can answer the query |I(B, v)| for an arbitrary value v. In other words, each sketch over a set of k attributes gives us the ability to answer 2 k AND queries (over the full set of k attributes, where each attribute appears either negated or unnegated). The sketching technique turns out to be very useful in mining non-binary data where for each attribute there are only a few subsets that need to be sketched. Sketches can also be combined together to produce answers to more complex queries.
Sketching can be viewed as an analog of hashing but with better privacy protection. Indeed, if each user hashes their value on a subset of bits B, then the hash value can be used to answer the query I(B, v), by computing the number of users who hold the hash value of vector v. However, even though the hash function is non-reversible, it might violate privacy. Indeed, if Bob knows that Alice's private value can be only one out of 100 known possible values, then once he sees the hash value, by applying the hash function to each potential value, he can deduce the original value (with very high probability). Sketches are devoid of this property -seeing a sketch tells almost nothing (in a precise mathematical sense) about the private value which generated it.
Intuition. Consider a subset of bits B. We want to be able to estimate the fraction of users who have their subset of bits B equal to a particular value v. Suppose that we are not concerned about the efficiency of our representation. How can we estimate this fraction while hiding the real values? Consider a user u and imagine that for each possible value v he publishes a p-perturbed vector indicating whether the user's real value is equal to v or not. In other words, for a k bit long subset B, we represent the user's data by a 2 k bit long vector, which contains zeros everywhere, except at the position v -the bit corresponding to the user's true value. At the end we perturb each bit with probability p and publish this perturbed vector. An example of this procedure is presented in Figure 3 .
Note that the published sequence is almost equiprobable to be generated from any possible underlying value, since for any possible user values v and v the original 2 k indicator vector differs in only 2 bits (corresponding to v and v ). Now, to learn how often the value v occurs across many users, we just look up the column corresponding to the value v, and there for each user we have a perturbed indicator of whether the value is v or 0. To obtain an estimate, we use the analysis for single bits discussed in Section 2.
Evidently, publishing 2 k bits for each subset B is not very practical. Fortunately this can be avoided. Indeed, the process used to generate these 2 k bits is extremely simple -all bits except one are generated using a p-biased coin, and the bit corresponding to the actual value is generated using a (1 − p)-biased coin. This sequence can be simulated using pseudorandom functions which we only define intuitively. The precise definition is beyond the scope of this paper, and can be found in [12] .
For the purposes of this section we just assume that we have an oracle which, when provided a key s, generates a random function fs, such that for a random key and for any value v, Pr [fs(v) = 1] = p with all values being mutually independent. We emphasize here that each value is chosen only once for each key and each value. Thus for a fixed key s the function fs is deterministic. However before we evaluate fs(v) we have no way of knowing what the value is going to be. Suppose now, that a user holds value u. Then, we want to modify the process of key selection so that the value of fs(u) would be more biased towards 1. E.g. if we just output random s then fs(u) = 1 with probability p, whereas we want it to be 1 − p.
Intuitively, a user can seek out the necessary bias by skewing the distribution of keys. More specifically, a user selects a random key and then rejects it with non-zero probability if fs(u) = 0, and accepts it with probability 1 if fs(u) = 1. We call the key generated by this process a sketch (of a subset B). We emphasize here, that the outcome of this process is no longer a key chosen uniformly at random -but is skewed so that fs(u) = 1 is more likely.
Note that in order to keep independence, the oracle must generate functions independently for each user and each bit subset. To achieve this, we use a single random function which takes these values as input parameters. Indeed, suppose the function H takes as input a unique user identifier id, a bit subset B, a value v and a key s (the one used as input to the oracle above). The value of such a function at a given input is chosen to be 1 or 0 using a p-biased coin. Different user identifiers will ensure that each user receives a random function that is independent of everybody else's function. But we do still need an efficient way to represent such a function. Fortunately, there are standard algorithms for doing this. For example, any collision free secure hash (such as SHA family [13] or WHIRLPOOL [4] ) is an example of such a function 2 .
Observe that a function which returns a uniform value can be transformed to mimic a p-biased coin flip using a simple algorithm. Indeed, suppose we have a collision-free function H : {0, 1} *
{0, 1}
λ , and we would like to obtain a binary function H : {0, 1} * {0, 1} such that for random x, H(x) = 1 with probability p. To achieve this, we write p in binary form, p = È t i=1 pi2 −i . We assume that p can be written using only λ bits 3 . Then for a given input x let 2 It is also possible to generate a new function for each database individually using standard constructions of [12] 3 Standard hash functions have length 128-512 bits, which
and 0 otherwise. Note that the original randomized response is a special case of our technique where we sketch each bit individually. However the main advantage of our approach is in sketching large subsets of bits. For example, a sketch of 3 bits gives us the ability to estimate the number of users that satisfy any conjunction of length 3 over those 3 bits (where each bit is either negated or unnegated) -there are 2 3 such conjunctions.
Analysis of the algorithm. The sketching algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. There are several questions that need to be addressed. First, we need to estimate the required length of a sketch and the running time of Algorithm 1. Second, we prove that the sketch preserves privacy. And the last question, that we defer until the next section, is what queries can be approximately answered with the sketch.
Let us begin with a more formal introduction to pseudorandom functions. Imagine the space of all functions that map n bit strings to n bit strings. Now imagine a uniform distribution over this space of functions -this is a truly random function ensemble. Pseudorandom function ensembles are ensembles that cannot be distinguished from truly random function ensembles by any efficient algorithm that can probe values of the functions at arguments it selects. Put another way, there is no algorithm that can distinguish between a function drawn from a pseudorandom ensemble and a truly random ensemble when given the ability to examine the function at various points.
It is a common conjecture in cryptography that pseudorandom functions exist. However, their existence has not been formally proven. In our approach, as we show, the is much larger than the typical precision used to represent real values. Furthermore if the need arises, the length of the output of a hash function can be increased [12] . existence of pseudorandom functions is somewhat less crucial since privacy is unaffected by their existence, and regarding utility, it is highly unlikely that non-adversarially chosen queries will ever expose non-randomness of our perturbation. Indeed, if such queries did exist, then we would be able to differentiate between a 'currently-thought-to-be' pseudorandom function and a random one -and that would be a breakthrough for modern cryptography. As for the current state of the art, if the length of the generator key is at least 300 bits 4 , it is unfeasible to build an algorithm whose answers on a pseudorandom function will differ from those it would produce on a truly random function.
We assume that there is a public pseudorandom function H, which upon receiving a random binary string returns 1 with probability p and 0 otherwise. It is useful to think about a pseudorandom function as a black box such that for every set of parameters for which we have not yet evaluated our function, the value is generated randomly on the fly. Indeed, such an interpretation is possible since from the point of view of a user the values are computationally indistinguishable from those that are chosen at random. This substitution allows us to compute probability distributions and prove tail bounds over outcomes of pseudorandom functions even though the actual answer is of course entirely deterministic.
The first question we address is how many bits does a user need to represent a sketch so that Algorithm 1 fails with very small probability. It turns out that the number of bits we need is doubly logarithmic in the number users and the failure probability. , and there are at most M users in the system then the probability that the publishing algorithm fails for any user is less than τ .
Proof.Consider a user with identifier id, a subset B, and suppose that the user's value on B is v. For each key value that we have considered, the algorithm stops with probability at least p 2 . Now, in order for our algorithm to fail, it should be the case that it did not stop on any of them. Thus the probability of failure is at most
where we use the fact that a -bit long binary value encodes 2 different values. Using the union bound, we get the desired result.
Note that the length of the sketch grows very slowly compared to the number of users and τ and grows independently of the length of the data we are sketching. For example if p > 1/4, then a 10 bit sketch is sufficient for any foreseeable practical use.
In terms of the algorithm's running time, note that the double logarithmic bound on the sketch length implies a logarithmic bound on the number of iterations. Since the algorithm only tries every sketch at most once, there will be at most
iterations in the worst case. Furthermore it can be easily shown that since the algorithm terminates on 4 Here we are referring to the key used to define the global pseudorandom function for the entire database, not the short keys used to generate sketches each iteration with probability at least p 2 (1−p) 2 the expected running time is much less -and in fact is less than
iterations. In what follows, for clarity purposes all of our results will be conditioned on the fact that our algorithm does not fail. Now we prove the main privacy result that any sketch is almost equally likely to be generated from any private profile. As we mentioned before, our privacy guarantees are independent of the quality of the public pseudorandom Proof H(id, B, dB, s) . To prove our result, we analyze the algorithm's behavior given that the user profile is d. We say that the key s evaluates to z (on the user profile d) if f (d, s) = z. As in the previous result, we assume that the sketch has length bits thus taking L = 2 possible values. Also we say that a key s is considered if, over the course of running Algorithm 1, s is sampled. Let Y ds denote the probability that the algorithm given a profile d considers a key s. Note that if the key s evaluates to 1, then considering it is equivalent to publishing it. Thus, the probability X ds that the algorithm publishes key s given that the profile is d is then bounded by
since the algorithm publishes a considered key with probability at least r, and it never publishes a non-considered key. Now we show that there exists Ymin and Ymax such that Ymin/Ymax ≥ r and for any possible user profile d and key s: f (d, s) . We can thus put all such keys and profiles into equivalence classes based on the value w = f (d, s) and q = |{s : f (d, s) = 1}|. Thus, we just need to bound the probability Z (q) w that any such seed s is considered (i.e., given that the profile is d such that f (s, d) evaluates to w and given that q out of 2 seeds on d evaluate to "1").
Recall . The latter holds because a key is considered before we evaluate its value, therefore the probability that the algorithm considers a key which evaluates to "0" is equal to the probability of considering a key which evaluates to "1", given that the remaining 2 − 1 evaluations stay the same. Thus, it is sufficient to only consider Z (q) 1 . Henceforth, we omit the lower index and use simply Z (q) . We now show that Z (q) is monotone in q. Recall that the algorithm always terminates if it considers a key that evaluates to "1". Also, the algorithm has a fixed probability of performing another iteration if it considers a key that evaluates to "0". Therefore Z (q) ≤ Z (q−1) since changing the evaluation of a single key to "0" increases the probability of having one more iteration (and hence any key which evaluates to "1" is more likely to be considered). Therefore,
If all keys evaluate to one then the algorithm always terminates on the first iteration. Therefore, each key has equal probability of being considered and hence
Now we only need to compute Z
(1) -the probability that the algorithm chooses "1", if all keys but one evaluate to zero. To achieve this, we compute the probability Vi that the algorithm chooses the single key that evaluates to "1" at iteration i. We have:
where the first term is the probability that the algorithm does not terminate on the first i − 1 iterations, and the second term is the probability that it terminates during the ith iteration, by choosing the key which evaluates to one. Therefore we have
The result follows.
Note that in the proof we only used the assumption that the user has access to a random generator to select keys. We did not use the pseudorandomness assumption on H(·). 
Corollary 3.3 (Privacy with many sketches). If a user u releases l sketches according to Algorithm 1 then for any possible values of their entire profile d and d we have
, then
Proof.Since conditioned on a profile, each sketch is generated independently, the first part follows. The second part follows from the behavior of the exponent of the form (1 + ε/q) q ≈ (1 + ε).
We next show that the sketch published by Algorithm 1 indeed defines a function which is p−biased towards 1 on the user's real value, and p-biased towards 0 on all other values. This lemma will be used to in the utility results in the next section. Notice that the pseudorandomness assumption is needed in this lemma. Proof. To prove the second part it is sufficient to notice that our choice of s is independent from any B = dB, thus
Pr [H(id, B, v, s) = 1] = p. To prove the first part we again use f (s) as a shorthand for H(id, B, v, s).
Let Tt denote the event that the algorithm terminates on iteration t and F denote the event that the algorithm reports failure. Recall that we sample our key values without replacement. Thus, on each iteration, f is evaluated on a different key. Therefore, we can use the trick where all values of H are assumed to be generated on the fly. Now we show that for any t, Pr [f (st) = 1|Tt] = 1 − p, where st is the key generated on the iteration t. Indeed, if the algorithm reaches iteration t, then it terminates with probability p + . Therefore
and thus Pr 
UTILITY
In this section we show that if we sketch a subset B, then we can answer an arbitrary query of the form I(B, v) and bound the amount of noise introduced. Note that since we now operate with pseudorandom functions (instead of the truly random ones), the analysis of utility is slightly subtle. In particular, no result can be proven unless we assume the existence of pseudorandom functions. To simplify the exposition we prove our utility guarantees assuming that values of H(·) are chosen at random each time the function is computed on a new set of parameters. Then, assuming pseudorandomness of chosen H(·), we conclude that if the generating key of H(·) is long enough 5 , then the querying algorithm will produce the same result with probability only negligibly different from the one for a purely random function. (If not, then we have constructed an algorithm that can differentiate between a random and a pseudorandom function -which is unlikely.)
We begin by giving an algorithm that can be used to answer AND queries over sketched subsets. . Now we show that this algorithm produces an answer which is not too far away from the true answer.
Algorithm 2 AND Query

Lemma 4.1 (Quality guarantee for algorithm 2).
Assuming that H is a pseudorandom function, the probability that the answer r produced by Algorithm 2, is different from the true answer r by more than ε is at most
]. Equivalently, if p is bounded away from 1/2, then for any δ with probability 1 − δ, the error introduced into an answer is at most O(
Proof.By lemma 3.4 we have
, hence it is sufficient to show that with
],r differs from its expectation by a factor of ε(1 − 2p). This immediately follows from the Chernoff bound. Without loss of generality we can assume that E [r] ≥ 1 2 since we can always count the number of '0' entries instead. Thus, by the Chernoff bound we have:
substituting γ = ε(1 − 2p) we have the desired result. The second part follows.
Combining sketches
Given multiple sketches, we can also answer queries which involve unions of the subsets that those sketches describe. Suppose that each user sketches possibly overlapping subsets B1, . . . , Bq. We can estimate how many users satisfy an arbitrary AND query defined on the union B = B1 ∪· · ·∪Bq and a value v ∈ {0, 1}
|B| . This can be solved via a system of linear equations similar to the one introduced in [10] . The crucial difference from [10] , is that now we can count frequencies of large itemsets which can be combined together using their technique for single bits. 5 Here we are referring to the global key that defines the function for the entire database -not the keys that each user selects when publishing sketches. With the current state of the art, 300 bits are more than sufficient. a function H(id, B, vi, sui) ) indicating whether their true profile matches the query (Bi, vi) . Thus, to answer the query about (B, v) we just need to estimate how many users have all unperturbed bits equal to "1". Analogously, by estimating how many users have these bits equal to "0", we learn how many users do not satisfy any query of the form I(vi, Bi) -which could be used to estimate how many users satisfy a disjunction of conjunctions.
Observe that the problem of combining sketches for pseudorandom functions reduces to the following simplified problem: Given k bits from each user, where each is changed with probability p, estimate how many users originally have all k bits set to one. This would solve the problem with sketches (where we use the values of the pseudorandom function as perturbed bits).
Without loss of generality assume that the user profile d has k bits. Now, each original value d, has a fixed probability of being perturbed into any other profiled.
where d −d 1 is the standard Hamming distance between boolean vectors. Since we observe the frequencies of all perturbed profiles, at least theoretically we can write a system of linear equations to solve for the frequencies of the actual values. But the system has size 2 k and is not feasible to solve in most cases. A similar approach was employed in Agrawal et al [3] . There however they considered non-binary data and justifiably argued that in many applications k is very small.
In our case, a better solution exists 6 . Since each bit is perturbed with the same probability, the system is very homogeneous and the size of the system of equations can be reduced from 2 k to k. Suppose B is a subset of bits, and without loss of generality suppose we are interested in how many users have all these bits equal to one (since our perturbation is symmetric, we can immediately generalize it to any other value). Let v[l → l ] denote the probability that users who originally had l bits in B set to 1 will have l bits set to 1, after each bit was perturbed. We evaluate all the different ways that we can obtain l bits set to one if we originally had l bits set to one. If we switch h bits which were set to 1, then in order to obtain l bit in the resulting value, we need to switch l − (l − h) bits which were originally set to 0. In order to avoid switching negative number of bits we must
different ways to achieve this, and the probability of each choice happening is
A similar solution was proposed by Evfimievski et al [10] , for a slightly different perturbation scheme Thus we have:
Let x l denote the number of users whose original profile matches l bits. We are interested in estimating x k . Similarly let y l denote the fraction of users whose perturbed profile matched l bits. Then we have
, and y, x denotes a vector comprised of y0 . . . y l and x0 . . . x l respectively. Then we have:
and in particular
is hidden, however we can use an observed value of y as an approximation for E [y] . If the condition number of V is a constant C, and the system has ν users, then with high probability the error of estimation of x would be O(
Computable queries
In this section we describe several types of queries which can be computed using only a constant number of AND queries. Our description has an empirical flavor -we do not provide a formal notion of what kind of queries we can compute but rather show how to compute different queries. We believe that these empirical observations are an important first step towards understanding the full power of AND queries. Also, we present an example of a query which is not immediately expressible with a constant number of AND queries, and yet is efficiently computable.
Thus sketches have the potential to support a richer query language.
Boolean queries. As we already mentioned AND queries correspond to the easiest type of boolean query. For example, if each user holds boolean values d1 . . . dt then the AND query on bits i1 . . . i k corresponds to estimating the fraction of users that satisfy an arbitrary conjunction of length k over these boolean values where each element in the conjunction is either di l ordi l . Additionally using the system of equations similar to the one in 4.1, one can estimate the fraction of users that satisfy exactly l out of k bits in the query.
More generally, one can estimate the fraction of users that satisfy a given decision tree. Each path in the decision tree corresponds to a single AND query and any user satisfies at most one path of the decision tree. Thus the total fraction of users who satisfy a decision tree is simply the sum of the fraction of users that satisfy each path (AND query).
Computing Means. For the rest of this section, we assume that each profile holds several k-bit integer attributes a, b, c, etc, that are stored in binary form in the user's profile d. The value of an attribute for user u is denoted by au. Let A denote the subset of bits used to store the value of attribute a in the user profile. Furthermore, let Ai denote the subset which contains the i highest bits of a. Let Ai denote the index of the ith highest bit. If user u has profile d then d A is au written in binary notation and dA i is the value of the i-th highest bit. Also to avoid multiple subscripts we will denote dA i by aui.
We begin with the simplest type of query: computing the sum (or average) S = È u∈U au. We expand the binary representation of au
Then we have:
Note that after we rearrange the sum order the inner sum becomes a single-AND query on bit Ai. Thus if each bit gets released, it is sufficient to release the sketch of each bit in the underlying binary representation. Similarly, we can compute the average product of two integer attributes a and b:
where the last transition follows from the fact that auibij is '1' if and only if both aui and bij are both '1'. Therefore È u auibuj corresponds to the AND query "how many users have their bits ai and j set to one". That is, the product can be written as k 2 2-bit queries. 7 Notice that here we do not have to sketch each pair AiBj , but we can just use individual sketches and then use the technique from Section 4.1 to "glue" them together.
Interval queries. We now consider queries of the form "how many users satisfy au ≤ c?" for constant c. In the case when a denotes the user's salary, this corresponds to a query of the form "How many users have salary less than c?". As usual, we consider c in binary notation: c = c1c2 . . . c k . How do we say that number x = x1x2 . . . x k is less or equal than c? x ≤ c if and only if there exists i, such that for j < i xj = cj and xi < ci. For any x, at most one such i exists. Note that since xi and ci are either 0 or 1, in order to satisfy the last inequality we must have xi = 0; ci = 1. But then, for each i, this is a single AND query. Thus in order to count all possible au ≤ c, for every i, such that ci = 1, we need to pose a query about the first k − i bits, such that au1au2 . . . aui = c1 . . . ci−10, or using I notation
Notice that the number of queries we need to ask is equal to the number of '1's in the binary representation of c, with the upper bound being the length of the integer.
However if we try to use a similar approach to answer the query au + bu < c, it turns out that it requires exponential (in k) number of AND queries. By using a slightly different approach, presented in Section 4.2, we can express the query with a smaller number of AND queries.
Combining queries together. Suppose , c1 . . . c k d1 . . . di) .
Analogously, we show how to compute the average value of bu such that au ≤ c:
Similarly, one can combine constraints on different variables into queries about users who satisfy all those constraints.
Query not directly expressible as a few AND queries. In this section we present an example of a query that cannot be easily translated into a small number of AND queries. Yet via variable substitution we can efficiently answer the query. For the purpose of this section, we assume that each bit of the database is simply p-perturbed -or equivalently we sketch every single bit. We wish to determine "How many users satisfy: au +bu < 2 r ?" where we assume that au = au 1 au 2 . . . au k and bu = bu 1 bu 2 . . . bu k are k-bit integers. As per our assumption, we haveãui andbui which are p-perturbations of each bit of au and bu respectively. In order to satisfy the constraint we must have 
So we need to ask all AND queries where for each i, exactly one aui and bui is '1' and another is '0' -thus asking an exponential number of them. To avoid this, we introduce a binary variable qui = [(aui + bui) = 1]. Given a p-perturbed versionãui andbui, note thatqui =ãui ⊕bui are 2p(1 − p)-perturbed variants of qui -since the evaluation changes if and only if exactly one of aui and bui get perturbed. But now we can use all our machinery on the "virtual" bits as well. In particular we can compute how many users satisfy qui = 1 for all i > j. Thus for any i, the number of users satisfying (6) can now be efficiently computed. With some extra effort, the query can be generalized to au + bu < c, where c is an arbitrary constant, but we omit that discussion.
OUTPUT PERTURBATION
In this section, we give some useful insight into how our input perturbation technique can be used to solve the output perturbation problem with better privacy guarantees, albeit less utility.
We consider a system that contains a database with private information and that answers queries about the content of this database. The goal is to perturb answers in such a way that it is impossible to gather any personal information about any individual user data stored in the database. To use our scheme, the system administrator devises the set of bit subsets that need to be sketched and computes the sketches on each row of the database. Then, for each query, the system computes the answer using only the sketches (and not the actual user data). The only thing the attacker can potentially learn are the sketches themselves. And we already know that the sketches do not leak information about the user's real data.
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Using this simple approach, we can overcome a negative result of Dinur and Nissim [7] and Blum et al [5] which suggests that linear noise must be added in order to protect from an attacker with unlimited computational power. In our case we only add 9 O( √ M ) noise in all except a negligible fraction of the queries. So while technically in the worst case, the added noise could be linear, the chance that the worst case happens decreases exponentially as the size of the database increases. For example, in a system with M users, the chance we encounter such a bad query is 2 −ω(M ] . This result is tight in the following sense. It is impossible to devise a system that would add noise o( √ M ) in all but a negligibly small number of queries. This follows from one of the results of the same paper [7] .
From a practical point of view, one might implement both input and output perturbation in their system, and then offer two types of access (for example paid and free). The paid mode would correspond to output perturbation (for example, the SULQ framework [5] ) and would only add a small amount of noise E ≤ √ M to the system. However, the total number of queries answered in this mode is limited (by the minimum of E 2 and the total number of users in the database). Once the limit of queries is exhausted the system will stop answering those queries. Even before the system exhausts paid queries, it can be used in the second mode, where it adds noise O( √ M )), but the database can answer an unlimited number of queries. Note that the amount of noise that the system adds is about the same, as SULQ adds in the situation where it is tuned to answer as many queries as possible. In a way, our scheme closes the gap on how much noise should be added when we allow only a finite or infinite number of queries.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We presented a technique that enables approximate computation of various queries on private user data which has very strong privacy guarantees. Our results are based on sketching -a novel technique that allows every user to publish a sketch of their data in such a way that it is impossible to gain significant confidence about the true value -even for an attacker with arbitrary knowledge. There are still many open questions. First, is it possible to formally describe what kind of queries can be formulated using only a limited number of AND queries? An ideal solution would be a query language, such that any query in this language would require only linear, (or polynomial) in the length of the query, number of AND queries.
Also a natural generalization of sketching bit subsets is sketching arbitrary functions of a user's profile. The same privacy guarantees apply, but the main question is whether we can significantly expand the range of queries we can answer.
We presented a worst cases analysis of the privacy if the user publishes a fixed number of sketches. It would also be interesting to see if these results could be improved by taking into account independence between different parts of the data, and/or relaxing the privacy definition. In particular, if one is willing to relax the privacy guarantees from deterministic to a negligibly small probability of leak then the result of Theorem 3.3 might be improved to allow more sketches while giving essentially the same privacy guarantees.
While we were able to demonstrate that many large-scale queries can be accurately estimated with pseudorandom sketches (with sufficiently many users), we still do not have a general characterization of what classes of queries can and cannot be answered with sketches. We leave open the question of how to derive stronger utility results with pseudorandom sketches.
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APPENDIX
A. DIFFERENT PRIVACY DEFINITIONS
The definition of privacy that is most similar to ours is (ε, δ, T )-privacy introduced in [7, 5] . Essentially, a perturbation satisfies this definition if each user is guaranteed to have ε-privacy with probability at least 1 − δ given that the attacker answers at most T queries. ε-privacy is equivalent to (ε, 0, ∞)-privacy of [5] . Note that even though ε-privacy is a stronger definition, the (ε, δ, T )-privacy was used in a much less general context than ours (that is, the third party answers queries and data is never released). But the benefit is that it answered a much richer set of queries .
Other definitions include ρ1-to-ρ2 privacy breach [10, 11] which occurs when the prior probability of any predicate of a user's data d is at most ρ1 while the posterior probability of Q(d) given sanitized information s is at least ρ2. Typical values for ρ1 and ρ2 are in the range 10 − 90%. It can be shown [10] that -privacy implies ρ1-to-ρ2 privacy, but not vice versa. In fact, -privacy is a much stronger definition. In particular, it bounds the relative change of the posterior to prior probability, not the absolute change. For example, let ρ2 = 50% and let the prior probability that a user is HIV+ be 0.001%. Then if an attacker learns that the posterior probability that a user is HIV + is 49%, it is not considered a privacy breach -even though the attacker learned an enormous amount about the user.
We emphasize here that this problem is not alleviated by any single choice of ρ1 and ρ2. Note, however, that the perturbation scheme described in [10, 11] does actually satisfy our privacy definition.
A similar but even weaker definition called (s, ρ1, ρ2)-privacy is suggested in [3] . In particular ρ1 to ρ2-privacy implies (s, ρ1, ρ2)-privacy, but not vice versa. Furthermore in contrast with [10] , the method described in [3] can not be extended to our stronger privacy definition. The main idea in [3] is to keep each attribute with relatively high probability, and replace it with noise otherwise. Unfortunately, this method is susceptible to partial knowledge attack as explained in the introduction.
